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1-PREPARATION
The starting material SrFel.xCo,02.s has been obtained using a classical nitrate route after many thermal treatments[l-31. The electrochemical oxidation was carried out using the electrochemical cell as described elsewhere [4] . The electrode potentials quoted in this paper are referred to the Hg/HgO reference electrode hf = 0.098 VtESH). The auxiliary electrode was a platinum foil. The ceramic of the starting material was used as the working electrode. Experiments were performed in KOH electrolyte at 25OC in air.The best conditions for the electrochemical preparation of SrFel,Cox03 are reported in the following
The X-ray diffraction pattern of the brownmillerrite before electrochemical treatment could be indexed with orthorhombic (I2mb) unit cell. The lattice parameters obtained fiom a least square refinement were a = 551.9 pm, b = 1554.0 pm and c = 566.2 pm. The orthorhombic unit cell parameters are related to the cubic subcell parameter a, by a = c s d 2ac and b 13 4a, in this condition a, = 393.0 pm. Chemical analysis revealed the presence of 6% of Fe(1V) in the sample before electrochemical processing corresponding to SrFe02,53. Mossbauer spectnun recorded at 293 K is reported Fig.la . This spectrum comprises two superimposed magnetic patterns and a small shoulder in the center of spectrum which reveals the presence of 5% of Fe(1V) in agreement with the chemical analysis. The Mossbauer parameters of SrFeOp.53, the isomer shifts and hyperfine fields, were calculated to be 0.376 mm.s-' and 49.7 T for octahedral iron site and 0.189 mm.s-' and 41.1 T for the one tetrahedral respectively. After anodic polarization, the chemical analysis showed that sample contains indeed 100% Fe(1V). The unit cell parameter a = 384.5 pm is in good agreement with previous data relative to SrFe03 [5] . The Mossbauer spectrum at 293 K o f the sample after electrochemical treatment (Fig.lb) The isomer shift determined at 341 K (Fig.2b ) (6 = 0.07 mm.il) is characteristic ofthe tetravalent iron in octahedral site.
4-SrCo03 STUDY
The starting compound is characterized by brownmillerite type structure with the following parameters: a = 547.6 pm, b = 1576.9 pm, c = 554.8 pm. The chemical analysis of the starting material reveals the formulation S~C O O~.~~. After anodic polarization, the XRD pattern was indexed in the cubic symmetry (a = 383.5 pm). Chemical analysis confirmed that in such conditions the stoichiometric phase SrCoOs was prepared. The SrCo02 51 phase exhibits a semiconducting behavior before oxidation. After electrochemical treatment, the SrCo03 compound is metallic and its magnetic properties characterize a ferromagnetic comportment. The Curie temperature (T, = 280 K) was determined by thermal evolution of the magnetic moment measured at H = 2 T.
